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LVMH-owned Champagne brand Mot & Chandon is collaborating with cocktail recipe delivery service Cocktail
Courier to offer consumers a special kit to enjoy cocktails at home while celebrating the Golden Globes.

Mot & Chandon is commemorating its 30 years as the official Champagne of the Golden Globes with this limited-
edition cocktail kit. At a time that is still uncertain due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Mot is offering consumers an
opportunity to participate in awards season from their own home, with a kit that includes a bottle of Mot & Chandon
Imperial Brut, glassware and fresh ingredients.

And the cocktail goes to
The Mot Golden Fizz will be the official cocktail of this year's Golden Globes. The kit is  available for purchase at
Cocktail Courier, serves six and is being sold for $105.99.

The cocktail is  described as the perfect "at-home" drink with flavors of turmeric, ginger, lemon and honey.

The kit includes one Mot & Chandon Imperial Brut bottle, one packet of Cocktail Courier rich honey syrup, a packet
of Scrappy's cardamom bitters, two ginger turmeric tea bags, two Mot & Chandon gold goblets, one packet of
Cocktail Courier dehydrated lemon wheels and three lemons.
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Bar tools and additional drinkware are not included in the kit but can be purchased from Cocktail Courier separately.

As COVID-19 restrictions remain present, brands continue to offer products and activities that can be enjoyed at
home.

Last year, Luxury group LVMH's spirits importer Mot Hennessy USA debuted an online destination geared towards
consumers celebrating the holidays at home. Luxury wines and spirits brands including Mot & Chandon, Hennessy,
Dom Perignon, Belvedere and Veuve Clicquot were available through the site (see story).
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